
What’s keeping us from solving the problems we care so deeply about? 

The challenges facing our world are extremely complex. Members of Global Washington and HDC step into 

that complexity with a clear vision, great intelligence, and deep compassion. They know that solutions to 

today’s challenges—whether local, national, or global—cannot be addressed by any one organization or 

sector, but require working across boundaries to achieve the solutions we envision at the scale we need.  

However, current organizational approaches can provide obstacles to critical networking. Can we break 

out and achieve systems-level impact? This session will act as a juncture for leaders to consider challenging 

questions about “achieving scale of impact”.  

Nonprofit board members and leaders across all sectors will benefit from this workshop, which will focus on 

the shifts in leadership mindset and practice necessary to make effective collaborations work. 

What past participants are saying: 

I now work in an organization that takes collaboration to heart, both in how we work as a team and in our 

partnerships with clients and their other nonprofit partners to achieve more effective outcomes.  I believe 

this is a much more effective way to achieve success.—Chris Moxon, Beacon Development Group 

I was particularly impressed with the thought-provoking ideas about how nonprofits can more powerfully 

address their issue when working in a collaborative way.—Bill Taylor, SE Asia Foundation 

This workshop helped to solidify my belief that bringing people with varying views together around 

complex issues is the best way to look for solutions that can actually make a difference.  It’s challenging 

yet rewarding work and the elements I learned from this workshop have influenced the convening work I 

do.—Debbie Wege, BECU 

This is a great workshop that proves we’re better together; through networks of likeminded organizations 

we can have lasting community impact.—Joe Sky-Tucker, Business Impact NW 

We went so far as to rethink how we organize our work; why reinvent the wheel 

when by adding more gears you can go farther?—Jay Woolford, SHAG 

This workshop helped me articulate a better Theory of Change for my organization 

that includes building a thriving, collaborative network and ecosystem for stronger 

outcomes. – Kristen Dailey, Global WA 

Because the workshop used actual case studies, I came away with a deeper 

understanding of both the theory and the practice of working in a network. Now 

our organization sees our capacity-building work through a lens of generosity, 

connection, and opportunity. This mindset shift is transforming the way we support 

nonprofits.—Rick Anderson, Washington Nonprofits 




